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Abstract

The rapid growth of inter-networking and communication
technologies resulted in an exponential hit rate on com-
mercial service providing websites (servers) like Google,
Amazon, Flipkart etc. from remote users connected via
Internet. To handle the networking load, the organiza-
tions are moving from the traditional two tier client server
architecture to multi-server architecture for efficient load
balancing. The traditional two-party authentication pro-
tocol for remote user authentication are not sufficient to
break the ever increasing attacks on open network i.e.
Internet. Also, the existing two-party authentication pro-
tocols are meant for single server, adopting these proto-
cols for multi-server environment results in the require-
ment of huge computation cost for separate registration
of user at each server. So, researchers started proposing
authentication schemes specific to multi-server environ-
ment. In 2014, Yeh et al. proposed an improved version
over Pippal et al.’s scheme which eliminates all identified
weaknesses like susceptible to user impersonation attack,
server counterfeit attack, and the man-in-the-middle at-
tack. In 2015, Mishra et al. demonstrated that Yeh et
al. scheme is susceptible to off-line password guessing at-
tack, insider attack and user impersonation attack and
proposed an improved version. In this manuscript we do
a thorough analysis on Mishra et al. scheme and deter-
mine that Mishra et al. scheme is liable to ’known ses-
sion specific temporary information’ attack and based on
that, the attacker can realize all key attacks. We also
demonstrate that Mishra et al. scheme consists of major
inconsistencies like ’inefficient login phase’ which restrict
the protocol to adopt to real time implementation.

Keywords: Authentication; Elliptic Curve Cryptography;
Multi-server Authentication; Smart Cards

1 Introduction

The advances in internet, mobile and networking tech-
nologies resulted in an exponential access to remote
servers using high end mobile devices on the go via Inter-
net (as shown in Figure 1). The traditional authentication
schemes are primarily proposed keeping in mind the tra-
ditional two-tier client-server architecture and traditional
communicating devices like desktop etc. [2, 4, 8, 15, 16].
Due to advances in mobile and communication technolo-
gies, users are able to connect to remote servers through
mobile devices on the go, which results in an increased
hit rate on e-commerce servers. Hence, all the small and
medium enterprises are moving to a multi-server environ-
ment [3, 7, 14]. Due to this, there is a critical need for
robust, efficient and lightweight remote user authentica-
tion algorithms. On the one hand, adopting these proto-
cols for multi-server environment results in the users need
to register in each server and to store large sets of data,
including identities and passwords [1, 5, 17, 26].

Various researchers had proposed authentication pro-
tocols for secure authentication of users connecting to re-
mote servers based on various techniques like usage of
verification table [13], symmetric key cryptosystem [10],
dynamic Identity based [6, 9, 19, 22, 23, 24, 25], modi-
fied password based [23, 24], involvement of the registra-
tion center in the authentication process [9].etc. Unfortu-
nately, most of the protocols are analyzed insecure shortly,
after they were put forward [6, 9, 10, 12, 13, 21, 22, 24].
Meanwhile, identity protection is considered to be impor-
tant for authentication and key agreement protocol design
in single-server and multi-server architectures.

In 2013, Pippal et al. [21] proposed a robust multi-
server authentication scheme based on smart cards, with
added advantages like elimination of verifier table, regis-
tered remote users are allowed to access multiple servers
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Figure 1: Typical multi server environment

without multiple registration. Also the registered users
can alter the password securely without any assistance
from the registration center or remote server. In 2014,
Yeh et al. [25] demonstrated that the remote user multi
server authentication scheme proposed by Pippal et
al. [21] is vulnerable to user impersonation attack, server
counterfeit attack, and the man-in-the-middle attack and
having proved the inconsistencies in Pippal et al. [21]
scheme, Yeh et al. proposed an improved version, which
eliminates all identified weaknesses with the same order
of computation complexity.

In 2015, Mishra et al. [19] did a thorough literature
analysis of multi-server authentication schemes and sum-
marized that most of the existing multi-server authen-
tication schemes require all the involved servers to be
trusted, involvement of registration center or central au-
thority in mutual authentication [20] or multiple secret
keys. In practical scenarios, the servers may be semi-
trusted, thus considering all servers to be trusted does not
seem to be realistic scenario. Involvement of registration
center/central authority in the computation process like
mutual authentication may create a bottleneck scenario
for a large network, which is a draw back in multi-server
authentication scheme proposed by odelu et al. [20]. Also,
computation of multiple secret keys may not be suitable
for smart card based environment as smart card keeps lim-
ited storage space. In sound literature analysis, Mishra
et al. [19] demonstrated that recently proposed Yeh et
al. [25] multi-server authentication scheme is susceptible
to off-line password guessing attack, insider attack and
user impersonation attack. Having found the security pit-
falls, Mishra et al. [19] proposed an improved multi-server
authentication scheme which does not require all servers
to be trusted, central authority no longer needed in au-
thentication and smart card need not to store multiple
secret keys.

On thorough analysis of Mishra et al. [19] multi-server
authentication scheme, we demonstrate that their scheme
is susceptible to session specific temporary information
attack, on the success of it, Mishra et al. [19] scheme
is susceptible to leakage of user identity, password and
computation of session key by the attacker. We also es-
tablished that Mishra et al. [19] scheme includes major
inconsistencies in which lack of early detection of wrong
credentials by the smart card, which results in excessive
computation on the server side, which ultimately results
in a Denial of Service attack. In future work, we aim to

propose a secure and light weight multi server authenti-
cation scheme by eliminating the security pitfalls and in-
consistencies found in Mishra and other related schemes.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, a brief review of Mishra et al. scheme is given.
Section 3, describes the security weakness of Mishra et al.
scheme. Section 4 provides the conclusion of the paper.

2 Review of Mishra et al. Scheme

In this section, we examine Design and Analysis of a
Provably Secure Multi-server Authentication Scheme by
Mishra et al. [19] in 2015 and then demonstrate its secu-
rity pitfalls. The notations used in Mishra et al. [19] are
listed in Table 1.

Table 1: The notations used in Mishra et al. [19]

Parameter Description
Ui Useri

R.S A trustworthy Registration cen-
ter / Registration server

Sj jth server in the system
UIDi Unique identity of Useri
UPWi Unique password of Useri

Ti Timestamp generated by entity i
SKij Session key between Useri and

serverj
MK Master key of RS

USKi, UPKi ith user secret/public key
h(.), h1(.), h2(.) One-way hash functions

p A large prime number
Ep(a, b) An elliptic curve y2 = x3 + ax +

b(mod)p over a finite Zp with
4a3 + 27b2 6= 0((modp)) based on
group G

⊕ Bitwise XOR operation
|| Bitwise string concatenation

2.1 Registration Server (R.S)

An additive group G, whose generator is P. G is a set of
points over an elliptic curve EP(a,b) of order n.

Select:

h : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}k,
h1 : {0, 1}∗ ∗G→ {0, 1}∗,
h2 : {0, 1}∗ ∗ {0, 1}∗ ∗ {0, 1}∗ ∗G ∗G ∗G→ {0, 1}k

Chooses: A master key MK of 1024 bits.

Registration server makes as public {EP (a, b), P , h(.),
h1(.), h2(.)} and keeps its master key MK as private.
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Figure 2: Server registration phase of Mishra scheme

Server (Sj) Registration Server (R.S)
Selects: Identity SIDj

{SIDj}
− −−−−− →

Computes: SSKj = h(SIDj ||MK)
SPKj = SSKj .P

{SSKj , SPKj}
← −−−−−−

Figure 3: User registration phase of Mishra scheme

User (Ui) Registration Server (R.S)
Selects: UIDi, PWi, N
RPWi = h(PWi||UIDi).

{RPWi ⊕N,UIDi}
− −−−−−−−− →

USKi = h(UIDj ||MK)
Xi = USKi ⊕RPWi ⊕N
UPKi = USKi.P

R.S → (UIDi, UPKi) to all servers
S.C = {Xi, P, h(.), h1(.), h2(.)}
← −−−−−−−−−−−−

Yi = Xi ⊕N = USKi ⊕RPWi

Replaces XiwithYi in S.C.
i.e. S.C = {Yi, P, h(.), h1(.), h2(.)}

The registration server(RS) performs the following
steps in offline mode before the actual deployment of the
servers in deployment field.

Step 1. R.S selects a large odd prime number ’p’ of min-
imum 160 bits, generates a Galois Field G.F (p) and
elliptic curve Ep(a,b), which is a set of all points
on the curve y2 = x3 + ax + b(modp), such that
a,b εZp = {0, 1, 2, 3....p − 1}, satisfying the condi-
tion 4a3 + 27b2 6= 0. ’G’ represents the base point
of elliptic curve ’E’ of order ’n’, which is of 160 bits
such that n >

√
p. R.S chooses three hash functions

h, h1, h2 and opts MK as its master key.

Step 2. Registration server makes as public {EP (a, b),
P , h(.), h1(.), h2(.)} and keeps its master key MK
as private.

2.2 Server Registration Phase

This phase is invoked whenever a server Sj registers with
the registration server for the first time. The registration
server assigns secret and public keys to the server.

This phase is invoked whenever a server Sj registers
with the registration server for the first time (Figure 2).

Step 1. The server Sj selects the identifier SIDj and
provides its identity {SIDj} to the registration
server via a secure channel for registration.

Step 2. On receiving the registration request {SIDj},
RS computes the secret and public keys for Sj as
follows:

SSKj = h(SIDj ||MK), SPKj = SSKj .P

where MK is its secret master key. R.S submits
{SSKj , SPKj} to Sj , through a secure communi-
cation channel.

2.3 User Registration Phase

This phase is invoked whenever a user Ui registers with
the registration server for the first time (Figure 3).

Step 1. The user Ui selects the identifier UIDi, a ran-
dom number N, and the password PWi. Ui then
computes RPWi = h(PWi||UIDi). Ui submits the
registration request {RPWi ⊕ N,UIDi} to the reg-
istration server via a secure channel for registration.

Step 2. On receiving the login request {RPWi ⊕
N,UIDi}, the RS performs the following computa-
tions to compute the secret and public key for Ui.
USKi = h(UIDj ||MK), UPKi = USKi.P,Xi =
USKi ⊕ RPWi ⊕ N . R.S forward the secret and
public key pair (USKi, UPKi) of Ui to all regis-
tered servers. Finally, the RS issues a tamper-proof
smart card with the following parameters stored in it
S.C = Xi, P, h(.), h1(.), h2(.) to Ui through a secure
communication channel.
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Figure 4: Login phase of Mishra scheme

Ui/S.C(UPKi,USKi,SPKj) Server(Sj)(UPKi,SSKj,SPKj)

Submits UIDi, PWi.
Computes: RPWi = h(PWi||UIDi)
Retrieves USKi = Yi ⊕RPWi.
Selects the targeted server Sj to access the resources.
Achieves the Sj public key from R.S public directory i.e. (SIDj , SPSj)
Generates a session specific arbitrary number ′r′u
Computes: Ai = ru.P
Bij = USKi.SPKj(= USKi.SSKj .P = UPKi.SSKj = USKi.SSKj .P ).
Cij = ru.SPKj = (ru.SSKj .P = ru.P.SSKj = Ai.SSKj)
Vi = h(UIDi||SIDj ||T1||Bij ||Cij ||Ai)
DIDi = UIDi ⊕ h1(SIDj ||Cij)

{DIDi, Ai, Vi, T1}
− −−−−−−−− →

Step 3. On receiving S.C from R.S, Ui computes Yi =
Xi⊕N = USKi⊕RPWi and replaces Xi with Yi in
its S.C.

Finally the Ui S.C contains the parameters: {Yi, P , h(.),
h1(.), h2(.)}.

2.4 Login Phase

Whenever the user Ui wants to access data from a server
Sj deployed in a multi-server environment, the user Ui

needs to perform the following steps (Figure 4).

Step 1. Ui inserts his/her smart card into the card
reader of a specific terminal and provides his/her
Identity UIDi, password PWi.

Step 2. The S.C computes RPWi = h(PWi||UIDi) and
retrieves Ui secret key USKi = Yi ⊕RPWi.

Step 3. The S.C achieves the server Sj public key from
the R.S public directory, i.e (SIDj , SPSj). S.C gen-
erates a session specific arbitrary number ′r′u.

Step 4. The smart card then computes the variables
Ai = ru.P, Bij = USKi.SPKj(= USKi.SSKj .P =
UPKi.SSKj = USKi.SSKj .P ). Cij = ru.SPKj =
(ru.SSKj .P = ru.P.SSKj = Ai.SSKj),
Vi = h(UIDi||SIDj ||T1||Bij ||Cij ||Ai), Masked iden-
tity DIDi = UIDi ⊕ h1(SIDj ||Cij) where T1 is the
current time stamp.

Step 5. The S.C finally forwards the login message
{DIDi, Ai, Vi, T1} to RS, via a public channel.

2.5 Authentication Phase

On receiving the login request {DIDi, Ai, Vi, T1} at time,
from S.C, at time T1∗, the server Sj validates the login

request by checking whether (T1∗ − T1) ≤ ∆t, then Sj

proceeds as follows (Figure 5).

Step 1. Compute Ai.SSKj = ru.P.SSKj = ru.SPKj =
Cij
∗. Ai is received through login request by Ui.

Retrieve UIDi
∗ = DIDi ⊕ h1(SIDj ||Cij

∗).

Step 2. Compute: Bij
∗ = UPKi.SSKj , Vi

∗ =
h(UIDi||SIDj ||T1||Bij

∗||Cij
∗||Ai). Validate

whether Vi = Vi
∗ if yes, Ui is authenticated.

Step 3. Generates a session specific arbitrary number
′r′s, Compute: Dj = rs.P, Ej = rs.Ai = rs.ru.P..
SKij = h(UIDi||SIDj ||T1||Bij

∗||Cij
∗||Ej), Vj =

h(UIDi||SKij ||T2||Bij
∗||Cij

∗||Dj) And forwards the
login reply message {Dj , Vj , T2} to S.C via a public
channel.

Step 4. On receiving the login reply message, S.C com-
putes:

Ej
∗ = ru.Dj = ru.rs.P,

SKij
∗ = h(UIDi||SIDj ||T1||Bij ||Cij ||Ej

∗),

Vj
∗ = h(UIDi||SKij

∗||T2||Bij ||Cij ||Dj).

Validate whether Vj = Vj
∗, if yes, Sj is authenti-

cated. If yes, S.C authenticates the server Sj .

3 Cryptanalysis of Mishra et al.
Scheme

In this segment, we will cryptanalyze the Mishra et al. [19]
scheme and illustrate that Mishra et al. scheme is vulner-
able to Known Session Specific Temporary Information
Attack, i.e. if session specific arbitrary numbers, i.e. ru
and rs are leaked out, then an attacker can achieve the
secret key of Ui, password PWi of Ui, session key SKij .
We describe the detailed steps in attack as follows:
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Figure 5: Authentication phase of Mishra scheme

Ui/S.C (UPKi,USKi,SPKj) Server(Sj)(UPKi,SSKj,SPKj)
{DIDi, Ai, Vi, T1}
− −−−−− →

Receive at T1∗.
Check (T1∗ − T1) ≤ ∆t
Compute: Ai.SSKj = ru.P.SSKj = ru.SPKj = Cij

∗

// Ai is received through login request by Ui.
Retrieve: UIDi

∗ = DIDi ⊕ h1(SIDj ||Cij
∗)

Bij
∗ = UPKi.SSKj

Vi
∗ = h(UIDi||SIDj ||T1||Bij

∗||Cij
∗||Ai)

Validate whether Vi = Vi
∗ if yes, Ui is authenticated.

Genrates a session specific arbitrary number ′r′s
Compute: Dj = rs.P, Ej = rs.Ai = rs.ru.P.
SKij = h(UIDi||SIDj ||T1||Bij

∗||Cij
∗||Ej)

Vj = h(UIDi||SKij ||T2||Bij
∗||Cij

∗||Dj)
{Dj , Vj , T2}
← −−−−−−

Receive at T2∗

Check: (T2∗ − T2) ≤ ∆t
Ej
∗ = ru.Dj = ru.rs.P

SKij
∗ = h(UIDi||SIDj ||T1||Bij ||Cij ||Ej

∗)
Vj
∗ = h(UIDi||SKij

∗||T2||Bij ||Cij ||Dj)
Validate whether Vj = Vj

∗ if yes, Sj is authenticated.

1) An opponent or an attacker or legal user can ex-
tract the information cached in the smart card
by several techniques such as power consumption
or leaked information [11, 18], etc. i.e. S.C =
{Yi, P, h(.), h1(.), h2(.)}.

2) An opponent can passive monitor or eavesdrop or al-
ter or replay the login request, login reply messages
communicated among Ui and R.S over a public chan-
nel which is Internet, i.e. {{DIDi, Ai, Vi, T1}, {Dj ,
Vj , T2}}.

An attacker is supposed to have access to all the val-
ues discussed in Table 2, based on these the attacker can
accomplish various attacks as discussed below.

3.1 Fails to Resist Known Session Spe-
cific Temporary Information Attack

The compromise of session specific arbitrary numbers
should not allow the attacker to compute any unknown
value of the communication participants and should not
compromise the computed the session key.

Case 1: Offline Identity computation by an attacker.
In Mishra et al. scheme assume that the session spe-
cific arbitrary number ru, rs are compromised and an
attacker got hold of it. As discussed above, the at-
tacker is having access to the values as discussed in
Table 2, can perform following steps:

Step 1: Compute Cij
∗ = ru.SPKj .SPKj is a server

public key which is known to all the partici-
pants.

Step 2: From the intercepted login message
{DIDi, Ai, Vi, T1}, retrieve UIDi from DIDi

using Cij
∗ computed in Step 1, i.e. UIDi =

DIDi ⊕ h1(SIDj || Cij
∗). Hence Mishra et al.

scheme failed to preserve user anonymity.

Case 2: Offline Password guessing by an attacker.

Step 1: ’E’ can retrieve Yi from the Ui S.C and can
frame:

Yi = Xi ⊕N = USKi ⊕RPWi

= USKi ⊕ h(PWi||UIDi).

USKi = Yi ⊕ h(PWi||UIDi). (1)

Step 2: Compute

Cij = ru.SPKj . (2)

We are assuming ru is compromised and SPKj

is the server public key.

Step 3: Replace Equation (1) in place of USKi.

Bij = USKi.SPKj

= (Yi ⊕ h(PWi||UIDi)).SPKj . (3)

On intercepting Vi, Ai, T1 from the login request
message sent by Ui to Sj , the attacker ’E’ can
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Table 2: Values known and unknown to an attacker

Values Known to the At-
tacker

Values Known to the Attacker Values doesn’t known to
the Attacker

A legal adversary ’E’ is as-
sumed to know:
1. The smart card values
of legal user Ui.

1. {Yi, P, h(.), h1(.), h2(.)} Yi =
USKi ⊕RPWi

1.
SSKj , UIDi, USKi,MK

2. The intermediate com-
munication messages ex-
changed between Ui and
S.

2. {{DIDi, Ai, Vi, T1}, {Dj , Vj , T2}}

3. All public values of Ui

and Sj

3. SPKj , SIDj , UPKj

proceed as follows to compute the Ui password
from Equation (3).

Step 3.1: Vi = h(UIDi || SIDj || T1 || Bij ||
Cij || Ai). In Vi, ’E’ knows UIDi, SIDj ,
T1, Ai, Cij and Bij are computed in step 2
and Step 3 above.

Step 3.2: Substitute Bij in Vi. i.e Vi =
h(UIDi || SIDj || T1 || Bij || Cij || Ai)
= h(UIDi || SIDj || T1 || (Yi ⊕ h(PWi

|| UIDi)). SPKj || Cij ||Ai) using Equa-
tion (3).

Step 3.3: In Vi of Step 3.2, the only unknown
parameter to an attacker is PWi. As dis-
cussed in [6, 12, 23], if in Mishra et al. [19]
scheme, if the user Ui opts for a password,
which is a weak (low entropy), the attacker
can perform password guessing attack as
follows similar to [6, 24]:

Step 3.3.1: Guesses the value of PWi to
be PWi

∗ from a dictionary space ∂.

Step 3.3.2: Compute: Vi
∗ =

h(UIDi||SIDj ||T1||(Yi ⊕
h(PWi

∗||UIDi))). Check computed
Vi∗ equal to Vi in the intercepted
login request. If yes, the Ui original
password is PWi

∗ else ’E’ proceeds to
Step 3.3.1.

Hence, as discussed above in Mishra et al.
scheme, the attacker succeeds to guess the low-
entropy password PWi.

Step 4: On getting the password PWi of Ui,
the attacker ’E’ can compute the Ui secret key
as follows:

Yi = Xi ⊕N = USKi ⊕RPWi

= USKi ⊕ h(PWi||UIDi).

USKi = Yi ⊕ h(PWi||UIDi).

As ’E’ knows Yi from Ui smart card and UIDi

as discussed in Case 1.

Hence, we can confirm that Mishra et al. suffers
from the biggest drawback that, on compromise
f session specific arbitrary numbers, all the se-
cret parameters of protocol participants can be
find out.

Case 3: Computing the session key by an attacker.
In Mishra et al. [19] scheme, the session key SKij =
h(UIDi||SIDj ||T1||Bij

∗||Cij
∗||Ej). As discussed

above, in SKij , ’E’ knows all the values except Ej .
As discussed above, if ru, rs are compromised, ’E’ can
compute Ej = ru.rs.P . Hence, based on above dis-
cussion, we can confirm that in Mishra et al. scheme,
if ru, rs are compromised, the attacker ’E’ can com-
pute Ui identity i.e. UIDi, password PWi and ses-
sion key SKij .

3.2 Fails to Resists Denial of Service At-
tack (Inefficient Login Phase)

Assume that the legal user provides a wrong password
PWR. Instead of PWi during login stage.

Mishra et al. [19] scheme is not secured against compu-
tation exhaustive attacks like denial of service attack as
there is no verification of user data by S.C during the login
phase. Thus if a legal user Ui submits a wrong password
PWr instead of PWi, as discussed in [6, 23], SC performs
all calculations to compute the login request without veri-
fying the correctness of inserted identity ID and password
PW. This loophole endangers the security of the scheme
in following ways (Figure 6).

Offline and online password guessing attack, user im-
personation attack, and denial of service attack. Network
Flooding with wrong login request above, the smart card
still proceeds further to compute the login message which
is a fake login request messages to the server which leads
to the excessive computation on the server side. Similarly
to guess the password correctly, an adversary sends the
guessed password online a number of times till she will not
succeed which leads to excessive computation on server as
smart card lacks any verification mechanism. Thus proto-
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Figure 6: Denial of service attack

Ui/S.C (UPKi,USKi,SPKj) Server(Sj)(UPKi,SSKj,SPKj)

Ui provides UIDi, PWR.
PWR is a wrong password instead of his correct password PWi

Computes: RPWR = h(PWR||UIDi)
Retrieves USKR = Yi ⊕RPWR.
Selects the targeted server Sj to access the resources.
Achieves the Sj public key from R.S public directory i.e. (SIDj , SPSj)
Generates a session specific arbitrary number ′r′u
Computes: Ai = ru.P
BRij

= USKR.SPKj

Cij = ru.SPKj

VRi
= h(UIDi||SIDj ||T1||BRij ||Cij ||Ai)

DIDi = UIDi ⊕ h1(SIDj ||Cij)
{DIDi, Ai, Vi, T1}
− −−−−− →

Compute: Ai.SSKj = ru.P.SSKj = ru.SPKj = Cij∗
// Ai is received through login request by Ui.
Retrieve: UIDi∗ = DIDi ⊕ h1(SIDj ||Cij

∗)
Bij
∗ = UPKi.SSKj

Vi
∗ = h(UIDi||SIDj ||T1||Bij

∗||Cij
∗||Ai)

Verifies Vi
∗ equal Vi

As the verification fails, R.C rejects the message.

col is not secure against denial of service attack. Due to
inefficient login phase, it costs, 3Hash operations +3El-
liptic Point Multiplication operations.

4 Conclusion

Recently Mishra et al. proposed an ECC-based multi-
server authentication scheme. Even though it is a novel
attempt, after thorough analysis of Mishra et al. paper,
we demonstrated that their scheme is vulnerable to known
session specific temporary information attack which re-
sults in leakage of user identity, password and computa-
tion of session key by the attacker. We also established
that Mishra et al. scheme include major inconsistencies in
which lack of early detection of wrong credentials by S.C,
which results in excessive computation on the server side,
which ultimately results in Denial of Service attack. In
future work, we aim to propose a secure and light weight
multi server authentication scheme by eliminating the se-
curity pitfalls and inconsistencies found in Mishra and
other related schemes.
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